240sx fuse box relocation kit

Sponsored Links. A hint is: To do it right takes a lot longer than you would think. Just make
sure you have plenty of time and a lot of spare wire. Its a whole lot of extension on some parts
of the harness and reduction on other parts. Theres really no easy way. Just take your time and
make sure you clearly mark any wires you cut to lengthen or shorten. I ended up putting mine in
the glove box. Its not quite complete, but you get the idea: Theres not really a better way to
explain it online. Just take your time. Its not going to be a couple hour thing if done right. Good
luck! Can we get an estimate of how long it took you? I'm thinking of doing this as well while my
car is in pieces I re-did the interior harness while I was at it didn't need any of the seatbelt
wiring harnesses, HUD harness, instrument cluster harness, interior lights, etc so thats added
in to this. But as you know, a lot of the fusebox harness routes around the drive side of the
engine bay, under the rad support, and then into the fusebox. Theres also wiring on the
passanger side into the fusebox. So I pulled the whole harness that routes around the drive side
engine bay back into the car and ran it across the interior behind the dash. I then pulled the
passanger side wire harness back through to the interior as well. Then you weed out all the
wiring that needs to go to the side markers, turn signals, headlights, motors, factory horns if
you're keeping them, rad fans, wiper motor booster, and anything else you're planning on
keeping. Send those wires out the side they're needed, tucking them through the factory
groumits in the wheel well area, run them down the length of the car inside the engine bay in the
channel where the fender bolts go. I'll post pictures tomorrow of where I ran everything to keep
it all clean and factory tomorrow if I remember. Conservative estimate though If the cars apart
fenders off, bumper off, dash out hours to do it right. Also make sure to get some painters tape
and a marker to mark any wires you extend or shorten. Thats a must or you're going to have a
hell of a time finding all the wires again. Make sure you have some AT LEAST 8 gauge wire to
extend the starter wire, alternator wires, and any other larger gauge wiring that go to the
distribution box or battery as well. Obviously dependent on where you plan on relocating the
battery 4 gauge is prefereable. I can relocate but i don't have time for that unfortunately. It takes
to long for so little. YOu are better off trying it yourself unless you wanna pay alot. Originally
Posted by beat Make sure you do your research. Read as much as you can on the subject and
plan it out before you do it. That'll avoid obvious screw ups before you even start. If the search
doesn't work for you, like it doesn't for me sometimes, you can also use google to do a targeted
site search like so: site:zilvia. Find More Posts by Darren. Originally Posted by shaggy sr. I'm
actually in the process of moving my fuseboxes right now, so my car is a mess lol. Then i
basically color coded the wires that could easily get mixed up either looked the same or close
colors. At this point the harness in the bay should be free and can be taken out. Ok, so there are
these two open holes in the back to corners of the engine bay, i pushed the ramainder of the
harness through there. This is the point i'm at now. To finish i'll be reconecting the harness
using solder and electrical tape and running it behing the motor. Rides Gallery: fliprayzinsx.
Find More Posts by fliprayzinsx. Hate to bring up a old thread but im in the middle of doing this
and was wondering if I can run the alternator hotwire and starter hotwire from the lower engine
harness on the same post? Thanks for any advice. All times are GMT The time now is PM.
Contact Us - Zilvia. Fuse box relocation. User Name. Remember Me? Mark Forums Read. Thread
Tools. Find More Posts by tinys s Find More Posts by beat Find More Posts by nissanfreak Find
More Posts by blueshark Quote: Originally Posted by beat I re-did the interior harness while I
was at it didn't need any of the seatbelt wiring harnesses, HUD harness, instrument cluster
harness, interior lights, etc so thats added in to this. We need a better writeup. Find More Posts
by shaggy sr. Quote: Originally Posted by shaggy sr We need a better writeup. Find More Posts
by sexcii-zenki. Congratulations bumping a 2 yr old thread Visit fliprayzinsx's homepage! Find
More Posts by Jwillinger. Find More Posts by fdrx7. Digg del. Posting Rules. To open the lid,
pull the tab in the direction as shown in the illustration. In case anyone else needs it, i scanned
in the fuse box diagram that is supposed to come in the front fuse box. Is there another location
under the hood of fuses that we can check or do you have any ideas of why i am having this
problem? The vehicle's fuses are contained in three fuse boxes. Rear trunk fuse box panel , not
to easy to find any info on that one. Two plastic nuts and it dropped out easily. Often, a fuse will
blow due to a momentary overload, and replacing the bad fuse as directed below will fix the
problem the car's horn or interior lights may cease to work, for example. Understanding fuses
and fuse boxes. Then it must be the fuse, but i can't figure which fuse it is. If you do not see
your fusebox layout and you want to get it recreated, please send a photo of your fuse box to
info restomod. This would leave it accessible to switch out fuses simply by removing the airbag
cover. Finally fusebox 4. You will have to get on your back on the floor and look up. Veh stop
and chmsl fuses, trailer wiring lh, rh turn and stop lamp. S14 fuse box decals quantity.
Removing the dash is pretty easy, easier. In this video i go through how to mount the actual
fuse box into the center console as well as start to run the wire harness underneath it. Here is

the fuse box with the cover off The auxiliary fuse box if equipped is located next to the interior
fuse box. Anyone ever relocate the fuse box in place of the passenger airbag? No need to
remove any dash components. The middle 2 are red and say time does the wiring leaving the
fuse box have any indicators of what it is? The fuse box is located under the drives side
footwell area. So i will do my best to help on that topic along the way. I would personally
relocated the fuse box under the passenger area, above the footwell. Fuses protect your car
from electrical short circuits and power overloads that can damage equipment or start a fire.
More will be added soon. Here is the fuse box with the cover off This would leave it accessible
to switch out fuses simply by removing the airbag cover. Fuses are housed in a fuse boxâ€”the
precursor to the main service panel found with modern circuit breaker systems. I have an old
fuse box that blew a fuse and i am not sure how to replace it. My glove box doesn't work. Also
not to many people do wire tuck and fuse box relocations with the steps it took to do so! Maybe
the d37 using less fuel helps, but the fuse relocation kit is some cheap. All kits will come in raw
steel. The fuse box has a cover on it that looks like this: Rear trunk fuse box panel , not to easy
to find any info on that one. This is why i'm kinda confused, i'm not doing the relocation for
track use with the kill switch, there is no kill switch for my relocation, just doing it to free room
up. The underhood fuse block in the engine compartment on the driver's side of the vehicle
near the battery. That was my exact thought. Need help matching the wire harness attaching to
the smaller component left of the main fuse box assembly in my 96ls February 15, February 11,
The national river linking project nrlp formally known as the national perspective plan,
envisages the transfer of water from water 'surplus' basins where there is flooding to water
'deficit' basins where there mountain ranges of india, map showing hill ranges and major rivers
in india. India has seven major mountain ranges having peaks of over meters. See more ideas
about river, india map, india world map. India is a geographically rich and diverse country. The
river enters the plain answer:. Read more. Flush mounting dpdt double pole double throw
rocker switches for linear actuators and other push the switch and hold for the direction you
want, actuator stops at the full stroke position, and is spring loaded to return to the. Rocker
switch dpst illuminated neon spst rocker switch 3 position rocker switches j6 marking code
ca04jq ca24 ca24jq text: This will normally be wired such that the privacy switch disconnects
these two wires. It seems like no matter what position the rocker is the connection between 1
and 3 and. You can create your own projects or gadgets using the following files: Ch is a usb
bus convert chip and it can realize usb convert to serial interface, usb convert to irda infrared or
usb convert to printer interface. I have explored with an ohm meter and studied and. Schematic
diagram, dimension diagram, pinout diagram, eagle and altium cad library, datasheet. In serial
interface mode, ch supplies common modem liaison signal, used to enlarge asynchronous
serial interface of computer or upgrade the. Select an option Includes one piece driveshaft with
high strength U-joints. Designed for 4 bolt differential flanges. Delphi Sensor Bosch Sensor. All
wiring harnesses are built to order based on your specifications. Standard lead time is weeks.
Some builds may take longer. Customer will be advised if longer than average lead times are
anticipated. I Understand and agree to lead time. Sikky Stage 3 packages are a master swap kit
that includes a brand new wiring harness made by Wiring Specialties. This kit is ideal for those
who want to buy an LS1 and drop it into their chassis with little left to do. The only pieces left to
assembled are a fuel kit , intake , radiator and fans coming soon from Sikky. Super simple
chassis connections â€” no OEM fuseboxes needed. At Sikky, our goal is to innovate and
design the highest quality products for the automotive performance industry. With a no
compromises approach we design and manufacture our products at a level typically only seen
from the Aerospace industry. Description Description Sikky Stage 3 packages are a master
swap kit that includes a brand new wiring harness made by Wiring Specialties. Fitment Notes:
Requires no modifications to the factory cross member or subframe an
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d does not hang below the crossmember when installed. Require some clearancing of the fire
wall and trans tunnel to allow for fitment. This is fairly minor however and can be seen in our
instruction manual listed on the instructions tab. Removal of the factory front sway bar or
factory replacement is required for oil pan fitment. This will allow the shifter to locate in the
factory location. If you are interested in running a T56 magnum we also offer shifter relocation
kits to help locate the shifter in the proper location. We can also accommodate you with the
proper driveshaft as well for that application. The master cylinder kit we offer is required for
proper function when using a T56 transmission. Key Features Include:. You may also likeâ€¦.
Select options Show Details. Add to cart Show Details. Related products. Like us on Facebook.

Follow us in Instagram. About Sikky At Sikky, our goal is to innovate and design the highest
quality products for the automotive performance industry.

